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ABSTRACT 

initial aloprs of thr radiation decay rurvei.     For thr ^0-torr data,   a uni 

'eff olccular rate constant fit to thi data ia k  rf = 2. I x 10      r\p (.10,200/Tl 

■re Thr data are analysed in (he light of several modern unimolecular 

rate theories,   yielding    * 81 kcal as the endothermit ity for the reaction 

S02F2 ♦Ar - S02F ♦ F ♦ Ar 

Rect-nt thermal decomposition studies of SF,   have led to interest 

in its principal oxidation product,   sulfuryl difl'ioriue.    In the present study 

the thermal stability of SO, F^ at high temperatures has been investigated. 

Highly dilute SO?F?-Ar mixtures ' -  0. 1%) were shock heatt-d in a conven- 

tional  I. 5" stainless steel shock tube.     The SO, F? concentration was moni- 

tored as a function of time behind the incident shock wave by its infrared 

emission at  II. 7 ji utili/.irg a liquid helium cooledCu:G« detector.     The 

initial pressure in the shock tube was varied from 30 to (>00 torr and the 

temperature range covered was  l'>00-2?00 K.     The monitored radiation 

was shown to be transparent over the range of densities emptoyed.     F.f- 

fectivt Tirst-order rate constants were evaluated from the !< ^arithmic 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

Recently there have been a number of experimental studies of the 

1   2 kinetics of the thermal dissociation of SF,   ' In the present work we 

investigated the stability and kinetics of dissociation of sulfuryl difluoridj, 

S02F_,   which is (thermodynamically) the principal oxidation product of 

SF/.    The rate information was obtained in the neighborhood of 2000 K. 

Highly dilute mixtures of SO?F2 in Ar were shock-heated to 

temperatures above which SO  F? is unstable,  and its disappearance as a 

function of time behind the incident shock wave was monitored in emission 

at 11. 7fX. 

The emission intensity data,   over a wide range of partial pressures 

of SO?F? showed the gas to be "transparent" in the bandpass employed. 

The time history data showed the decomposition kinetics to be in the uni- 

molecular fall off regime  over the factor of 20 in pressure covered in the 

experiment. 

The kinetic data h«ve been interpreted employing both the RRK 

theory    and the recently developed complex molecule decomposition theory 

of Keck and KalelV ir   .    Thece analyses indicate an SO^F-F bond of ^ 81 kcal/ 

mole. 



II.    EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The high purity 1. 5 inch stainless steel shock tube used in the 
5 

present study has been previously described  .    It ia equipped with automatic 
_5 

diaphragm changers and was routinely pumped down to between 10      and 

10      torr.    The IR optical station consisted of gold coated glass mirrors 

which were used to focus the image of the detector element (1 mm diam. 

circle) on the center line of the shock tube through an Irtran-4 window. 

A liquid helium cooled copper-doped germanium detector was used.    The 

fiiter,  placed just in front of the detector,  had approximately a bell shaped 

bandpass,  with its peak transmission at 11. 75jU and a full width at half 

height of 0. 43^1.    The whole system was calibrated with a 400 C blackbody 

source. 

The S02F2 was obtained from Matheson and is specified 99. 5% 

minimum purity,  wiih air and SO-, being the main impurities.    The pure 

argon showed no emission in the IR bandpass when shocked by itself. 

Room temperature IR absorption spectra of a 1% S02F--99% Ar mixture 

were run between 2 and 1 5/i in u 10 cm path length cell at pressures of 

10 and 100 tirr.    Bands v.,   v?,   v, and v    appeared as identified by 

Perkins and Wilson  ; no other spectral features were found. 

Mixtures of S02F2 and Ar were prepared in stainless steel mixing 

tanks and varied from 0. 1% to 1.0% SO?F?. Runs were made using initial 

pressures P. from 5 to 600 torr covering the temperature range ~ 1500 - 

2)00 K.    A great deal of this data was used to establish the non-blackness 



of the emission lines at temperatures between about 1500 and 1900 K.    For 

the kinetic experiments,  where knowledge of the temperature is so important, 

only the dilute mixtures could be used so as to minimize the temperature 

drop due to dissociation.    The kinetic data were obtained in runs at 

temperatures between 1900 and 2300 K for the following 4 cases:    0. 1% 

S02F2 at P    = 600,   300 and 100 torr and 0.2% S02F2 at Pl  = 30 t0rr; 

for these runs conditions were essentially isothermal. 

The signal to noise ratio was somewhat of a problem in this experi- 

ment; it was typically of order 10.    The main sources of noise were the 

detector and its load resistor and the preamplifier.    The time resolution 

was set by the shock transit time across the detector image and the 

electronic rise time of the detector circuit,  these two being of the same 

order of magnitude.    The net effective risetime in the kinetic experiment 

was 3. 7 and 5. 5ß sec (10% - 90% signal risetime),  the faster one being 

used at the higher temperatures to allow resolution of the faster chemistry. 

• 4- 



III.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Two typical oscillograph traces are shown in Fig.   1  representing 

(a) the low temperature (l690OK) and (b) the high temperature (2080OK) 

data.    At low temperatures (1500 - 1900 K),  the IR signal is seen to be 

essentially a step function,  the rise time of which is instrumental.    At 

the temperature of the run shown in Fig.   la,  the SO-F^ is either stable 

or dissociates so slowly that the IR emission stays constant following 

vibrational excitation.    In Fig.   lb,  the temperature is sufficiently high 

so that the SO?F? decomposes subsequent to vibrational relaxation; 

hence,  the IR signal decays as a function of time. 

These considerations are illustrated in Fig.  2 where the equilibrium 

concentrations have been plotted as a function of temperature for the case 

0. 1 torr initial partial pressure of SC^F-,   e. g. ,   0. 1% SO-F--99. 9% Ar, 

P,  =100 torr shock conditions.    Two cases are shown:    (1) the enthalpy 

of formation of SO^F was assumed to be AH, (298 K) = - 143 kcal/mole 

(S02F-F bond = 81 kcal) and (2) AHf (2980K) = -129 kcal/mole (S02F-F 

bond = 95 kcal).    The later case corresponds very nearly to omitting 

S02F    completely as an allowed species in so far as the stability of 

SO?F? at high temperature is concerned.    To keep the figure relatively 

simple,  the F-atom concentration was not plotted,  nor were SO,  0?,  O 

and S at the higher temperatures where the SO^ is dissociating.    These 

equilibrium calculations were carried out on a computer using as input 
7 

the thermodynamic functions given by Wilkins    for SF/  and its decompo- 

sition and oxidation p,    ducts; however,   SO?F was not considered in 

-5- 



(a) 

SHOCK 
ARRIVAL 

(b) 

20M SEC 

Fig.   1   Typical oscillograph traces showing:    (a) No dissociation; 
1,26 mm/^sec,  Pj   = 30 torr,  SO2F2 = 1.0%,  T = l690oK, 

and (b) Dissociation; U 
S02F2      0. 1%,   T 

s      I. 42 mm/ß sec,   Pj  - 300 torr, 
2080OK. 
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1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 

TEMPERATURE (0K) 
3000 3300 

Fig.   2  Equilibrium concentrations of SO2F2.  SC^F and SO2 as a 
function of temperature for initial shock conditions Pj  = 100 
torr,  SO2F2 :   0.1%.    Two cases are shown,   i.e.,  SO2F 
heats of formation of -143 and -129 kcal/mole,   corresponding 
to SO2F-F bond strengths of 81 and 95 kcal,   respectively. 
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Ref.   7.    As shall be seen below,   the present experiments indicate an 

SO?F-F bond strength of ~  81 kcal,  and hence at intermediate temperatures 

it becomes a major specie.    The thermodynamic properties of the SO^F • 

% 
were estimated for us by Wilkins   . 

It would have been highly desirable to measure the SO^F-F bond 

strength directly in the present work by monitoring the equilibrium 

concentration of SO?F? in the sensitive temperature range between 1600 

and 2000 K.    However,   shock attenuation and boundary layer growth 

effects make the temperature uncertain by up to several hundred degree» 

by the time equilibrium is established (~ 100 /isec in the present experi- 

ment).    Inspection of Fig.   2 shows that this magnitude of temperature 

uncertainty doe.; not allow determination of the bond strength to the desired 

accuracy by this method. 

With the present apparatus,  meaningful kinetic data could not be 

obtained above about 2 300 K due to insufficient resolution.    Below about 

1900 K,   both the small amount of decomposition and the slow rate of 

decomposition prohibited kinetic measurements as the effects of shock 

attenuation were noted to become dominant under these conditions. 

The data obtained in the temperature range 1500 - 1900 K were 

used to demonstrate the transparency of the emitting gas.    For a thin Ka!*. 

the intensity in a band is given by 

I = aNx f A2  |s02F2i watts/cm2-ster . (I) 

where a   is the integrated band intensity in cm       atm     ,   N.    is the v.ilu«- 

of the biackbody function at the radiating gas temperature in watt«/cni   - 

• 



ster-cm, /   is the optical path 1« ngth in cm,  A   i« the wavrlenKth in cm 

and   ISO^Fj/   is the concentration of SO-F, in amagats. 

(•V,)       7^^ P| ^ ^ f . m 

where P. i« the initial shock tube pressure in torr. ßy/p, i« the density 

ratio across the shock, T is the initial temperature of the test gas and 

f is the fraction of SO.F. in the test gas mixture. Equations (I) and {I) 

indicate that for a thin gas 

I 

The plateau values ol the IR signals,  normalised by the pre*sure, 

have been plotted «gainst the percent of SO,F, in Fig.   S.    Each one of 

these data points is an average of from ) - 10 separate runs covering 4 

temperature range of 1500 - 1900oK.    Within the scatter in the data, the 

tem|>erature dependence over this range was negligible.    The data fall on 

a line of unit slope on the log-log plot indicating agreement with Eq. (1) 

and,  hence,  that the emission line» are not black. 

It was important to show that under the experimental conditions. 

Eq. M) is followed.    This unambiguously shows that ihe radiation «tgnal 

is proportional to the SO.F. concentration,  thus allowing Interpretation of 

the kinetic data.    Before leaving the data shown in Fig.   I.  however,   it i« 

of some value to use it to obt^'n an estimate of ^he integrated tainH intensity 

a .    Wr note that 



02 0.9 
FRACTION SOt^ 

10 

Flg.   I  PtNik 11. 7)i radiAlKKt •tgnalu,  norm^lurd with Ihr inlli«! 
»hiKk tub«- prr««urr ptottrd v». percent   of SO^F^ m ihr 
§«■ mixlurr.    Each <i«t« point i« the «vrragr of many runs. 
|^00<T < I900"K. 
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o        I     760/N. I A2-i"if   . (4) 

. «nd that l/P.  tc obtainablr from Fig.   ) by use of the bUckbody calibration 

factor J and ihr bandpass of the filtrr A>   « 4. ^ K 10'    cm: 

I        SR J AA .     SKiB) ... 

whrr* SR and SR are ih • detector signals for a run and calibration.   respec< 

tlvely. and N, ,», '• 'h'   value of the blackbody function at the calibration 

source temperature.    From Fqs. (4) and (%) and the data of Fig.   1 wr find 

• • 400 cm      atm" . 

It should be pointrd out that the above value of *  is. at best, a.« 
a 

approKlmate one.    At room temprraturr    the e. (A.) band at 11. 8|i 

(8411 cm'  ) is just about encompassed by the bandpass filter used in the 

presrnt mprnntrnt.  and the f- (B.) band at 11. IM (8BS cm*  ) is just 

^bout rxcludrd     llowrvrr.  at elevated temperature«,  both bands must 

spread in wavelength «o that thr rxprrtmrntal bandpass must exclude «ome 

of ih    r    unl mcljdr «<m •   of thr •     radiation. 

The high temperature data wert» used to obtain thr dissociation ra^e 

constant.    For thr reaction 

**),►,   • products HI 

an rxpenmrntal (effectivr) unimolecular rate constant k   .. is defined by: 

n 

Sff       • M 



w^err (SO-F.)   is the- concent rat ion of SO.F^ ir particle*/cc 4nd t    is the 

particlr time in •< ■ .    Noting that S «   (SO.F.) .  where S is thr drtcctor 

output signal,  and that t       -— t,   «»here i.   is lime in th.   laboratory 

coordinate system,  we have 

I    dS     .   Pl      I   dS |7| 

5 31^       p7     5 3?^     keff <7, 

For the kinetic runs p.p.  *  3. 5 indeprndrnt of mixture or shock speed. 

Such a logarithmic derivaliv* can be taken any place in the time history 

pr /Vided that the decay is truly exponential.    Non-exponential decay is 

observed at long times when atCenuation rffects become non-negligible, 

and at low temperatures where the backward reaction becomes important. 

dS/dt,   i« indicated on the oscilloscope trace shown in Fig.   lb. 

The kinetic da!« are presented in Fig.  4 as an Arrhenius plot of 

k  tt vs.   reciprocal temperature.    The four straight lines are least square 

fits to the four sets of data assuming an Arrhenius type temperature 

dependence.    For the SO torr case 

krU     2.1 x 1011 exp(. 19.200/T) sec'1     . (8) 

which corresponds to an activation energy of E     78 kcal/mole. 

The density corresponding to th« data for the extreme P. c< 

indicated in the figure as /'»/Pn»  where »<_ is standard density.   It is of some 

interest to compare the rat« of decomposition of SO.F. with its parent compound, 

SF6.   This Is done in Fig. 4at2000oK where the range of k ff for SF6 decompo- 

sition is shown for th« same density range as encompassed by the present data. 

This information was obtained by cross plotting the data of Bott ant! 

12- 



2300 
—I  

2200 
TCK) 

2100 
—I  

2000 
—I— 

1900 
—]— 

ri«4 

10» 

^(torr)%SOtFt 

1 600 01 
• 300 01 
o 100 01 
• 50 02 

k^f^mo't 
E> 78 k col/mote 

Mjoo/r 
ßt/p9'0l2* 

10 
42 44 50 52 

i/T«:o4 (•K*1) 
54 

Fig.  4 Eff«-iii\,f ratp connlmt fur SO^F^ drcompotition by At* 
dffrrminrd frt>m thr initial «lop«*« plotted vs.   reciprocal 
i. t- ;.. r i« > rt       Thr «trAight linn   ir<   1« i«i  • piir.   fit* to 
thi- H.il.« t.iVrn .it thr four initial pmsurrs of P|      )0,   100 
100 «n«! 600 torr.    Shown for comp«rison is th« r it.   «anstant 
fur SF^, decomposition over th.   ».mir drnsity r«i\gr. 

•13- 
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Jacob«.      It it •crn that SF    decompotrs about >0 times faatcr than dor» 

it« oxidation produo.  V),F,. 

Thr limits of P. and T wer« dictated by the experiment:   low partial 

pr«««ure« of SO.F. were required to maintain i«othermal condition«, at 

low temperature« th«> »low rate and «lability of so, K, Ird to flat «igaal«. 

at high temperature« ri«e time limitations prevailod: at low pre««ur«« thr 

data were not«e limited, and at high pre««ur«« ««vor« «hock attenuation 

became dominant. 

14. 



IV.    COMPARISON WITH THEORY 

Tie kinetic <UU K«ve bern «nalyxrd within the framework of two 

complex molecule dissociation throri««,   i.m., those of Rice,  Ramspcrger 

and Kassel (RRK)1 and Keck and Kalelkar**.    The wrll known RRK theory 

has in it a number of adjustable parameters.    Figure S shows thr 

sensitivity to these parameters whe t the rxprnmental data is compared 

to the theory.    In this figure k./km  is plotted against log|0 (A/A 4. 

where k . is thr theoretical dissociation rate constant which is normalised 

by km   ' the limiting high pressure rate constant.  A is thr frequency factor, 

and A   is the collision efficiency.    The collision frequency w Is given by 

-••o2<7irrr»,/2p   ■ ^ 

where o is the mean collision diamrter. p is thr rrducrd mass for thr 

collision pair,  and P is the total pressure of thr «ystem. 

The hi^h pressure limit to th** rate constant is given by 

km       Ae*p(.E/kT)        . (10) 

where E is the rnrrgy of the bond which is broken whrn thr rrartnnt 

moleculr dissociates. 

Thr ratr constant i» givrn by 

kd/k.       1 (S.  E/kT.  log A/A.)       , (II) 

whrrr I i» thr Kaasrl intrgral.  and S is thr number of classical harmonic 

oscillators that couplr to thr dissociating bond,  this usually bring .«bout 

1/2 of thr tot«l numbrr of vibrat:onal modes.    Tables of this function 

hiM  brrn prr|»arrd by G.  Emanurl. 

• 15. 
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o.i 

0.01 

,S»7, E«95 
T-2000 

.A'SxIO14 

<f     E-95 

o.2000#K DATA 
a * 2200"K DATA 

LOG A/Xw 

KIR.   *> ScnnitiMty of HRK thcurctic.il rate constant to th«- th.ory 
|Mr.im<*tfrii and romp-iriNon with H.it.i at 2000 and 2<J00oK. 
Thi- paramrtars S .md A wrr«1 varied for asnumed bond 
»tr« nRth« «if hi .md 9^ kcal. 
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Hence,  the parameters which are needed are CJ, A ,  A,   S and E. 

The molecular diameter of SO^F-, is not known; a value oi n ~ 4 A for 

the Ar - SO^F^ collision pair was chosen and cannot be in error by a 

significant amount.    Following the work of Bott & Jacobs   , A  was set 

equal to l/4.    A,  S md E were adjusted to obtain the best fits with the 

data.    It was assumed that the reaction mechanism was 

« 

S02F2 + Ar - S02F + F + Ar     , R2 

as this clearly has the lowest activation energy of the several conceivable 

SO?F_ decomposition paths.    Two values of E were considered,  81 and 

95 kcal. The latter was chosen, rather arbitrarily, based on the average 

S-F bond energy of 86 kcal in SO?F_. The value of 81 kcal was estimated 

by Wilkins  . 

As is seen in Fig.   5,  F = 95 requires S = 7 or larger at T = 

2000 K; the best,   but not very satisfactory,   fit being made with 

14 -1 A = 3 x 10      sec     .    The E - 81 case can be only poorly fit as S = 5 with 

12 13 A - 4 x 10      but is nicely fit at S     4 with A * 1 x I 0     .    Similarly,  a 

comparison of theory and data at 2200 K shows that E = 81,  S = 4 and 

A = 1 x 10      is a good fit (see Fig.   5). 

In F*g.  6,  all the data is compared to the RRK theory in the k ,, 

l/T plane for the best results for the cases E - 95 and 81 as shown in 

Fig.   5.    Here it is seen that the case E = 81,  S = 4,  A = 1 x 101 3 fits 

the data adequately,   while the slope of the E - 95 case is too steep.    A 

frequency factor of 1 x 10      sec"    is quite typical for reactions of the 

type studied in the present work and S     4 is "reasonable" for the SO?F   , 

which has 9 vibrational degrees of freedom. 

-17- 



1900 

4.6 4.8 5.0 

l/Tx lO4^"1) 
5.4 

Fig.  6     Comparison of experimental and RRK theoretical rate constants 
as a function of reciprocal temperature for the best fit cases 
of Fig.   5 for assumed bond strengths of 81 and 95 kcal. 
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The theory of Keck fc: Kaielkar^is similar to that of RRKM       in 

its basic assumptions but it differs in detail and the results art- in  t 

simple form vhich facilitates computations.    A successful correlation 

of k , for 21 molecules having 3-6 atoms has been obtained with this 
4 

theory  .    The theory has three adjustable parameters,  E, a. .  and v? ,■ 

E has the same interpretation here as in the RRK theory,  o       is the 

effective energy transfer cross section and a      is the effective spontaneous 

decay cross section.    These cross sections,  within the framework of the 

theory,  are not completely adjustable but a       *  3 A     and,   for the present 

reaction where one bond is broken and an atom is one of the products, 

A comparison between the data and the Keck theory at 2000 K is 
P2   aiA shown in Fig.   7,  where log k ./<?      i? plotted against log-— .    It is 

seen that for the case a       = 3 A,  a      = 1 A, as called for by the theory, 

the comparison between theory and experiment is very poor,  and E > 95 

kcal is required.    Better fits can be made at E =81, but o, .   - o      = 0. 04 ' 1A        23 

for this case,  which is not allowed by the model.    In the k . vs.   l/T 

plane,  the Keck theory does not fit the data well either. 

19- 
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l|   «MTMCT 

Recent thermal decomposition studies of SF,  have led to interest in its 
principal oxidation product,   sulfuryl difluoride.    In the present study the 
thermal stability of SO2F2 at high temperatures has been investigated.   Highly 
dilute S02F2-Ar mixtures («■ 0. 1%) were shock heated in a conventional I. V 
stainless steel shock tube.    The SO2F2 concentration was monitored as a 
function of time behind the incident shock wave by its infrared emission at 
11. 7fj utilising a liquid helium cooled ru;Ge detector.    The initial pressure 
in the shock tube was varied from 30 to f)00 torr and the temperature range 
covered was  1 ">0-.M00 K.     '"hr monitored rad:ation was shown to be 
transparent over the range of densities employed.    Effective first-order ratr 
constants were evaluated from the logarithmic initial slopes of the radiation 
decay curves.    For the 30-torr data, a unimolecular rate constant fit to the 
data Is kcfr * 2. I x I011 exp (-39. 200/T) se:'1.    The data are analysed in the 
ligh? of several modern unimolecular rate theories,  yielding - 81 kcal as the 
end /thermicIty for the reaction SO2 F2 ♦ Ar -• SO2F ♦ F ♦ Ar. 
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I.  OfnolNATIMO aCTtVrrV    Cat« <*» mmm •** «MTM« IIIJ   j   11 
ml ifc* f »mimtm. Mbr«M»a(«<r. «• ■"•••  Dn •"•»« af 0» ««Hi •• 
(MM* •. I.. ■! » « «thOT Wg—l»«M— '.»♦.•»•«• mtl*M) •«•««■c 

>•  «KPaar «n OUTT < tASM»K ATIO%   BMIM H» •%•*> 
•II   ••• Kfltt  • l«**lfx MM»« -( Ik» Hf ml.     IMH «« •••«hM 

••• • «uh »nii»|i«i«i» ••rwMr »»«J»«' ••• 
2*    CtMOI/F    AwioaaiK 4o*«igr«4iMt i» •«>*' ili»4 m ODO f>> 
• ».i..» %JOa 10 «M g—i ►■■*.»• lneuMfial II«—rt.   »    <•» 
•I» »» ■«■c «i^« it     Al*a   «I»« ««vlKakl». •*•• UM* u^tiMial 
-••»',. IM»« tor« ^%m4 tm (k«a^ I aari Otaay 4 «• •«■«»• 

1    KIPOVT irTLI     baa* IN» caapla«* •n»>"' •Ml* Ml •«• 
• •«•■••i latia«^   Till»« ia all . •»*• »IwM ka MM Ia*»tlia4. 
K a —aaia^»! mla ■ mim«> ka aalar<a4 «ill»■«• c !•••.•■■ • 
•.   -v   «v.» Mla ■ l»»«i»i. •■»"•> ia all casual« ia paraiakaai» 
■•>MBr4i««alt lallaviaB **" ••"». 

i     f» <- KU« t iv »  MOTIta   tt ^>ii>ii«ta. aawc Iha If^a al 
m. iitl. a.^. iMataa. yra^aaa. »a»»»«»   aaaaal. a* fiaal. 
'...» Iha imlasiva 4alr« artw« a •*»• ■•»•  ■»ym'NI p»f*m4 I« 

%.   AVTMOM»    » -♦• Ilia aaaMal -« avlha«** a* Unna a« 
a« •« iha -T •'    UMm tm» mam». fe«l aaaa. M«Mia laMiaL 
If vilnarf. U»* faia MMltoaarh al a«r*M»   Tk» aaaa •( 
•ka . • ■«..)' «i • 4lM* ia MI akkalal* *••«•■• M^aHaMaat. 

k.   RRPOirT DATU   Cata* ika 4ala -4 Ika ««r—• a« 4«% 
- ^ .. .• a* —<••> tr— U mmw ikaa aaa 4ala «pfaara 
«a ika iif« w. aaa 4a*a af ^Mxatiaak 

7a    TOTAL NUMBB» OT PAr.rA    Tka fatal pf *m*t 
•>   .1 ( i ■   • •».—ai r««" '•»" P*— »-f-a»«   • »    aola« ika 

•■■»ii af »aja« caatawmi »al»iaaf»<^ 

•»     M «•»« Of  aWKIfltMrna    RMat ika la««I aaaaa» af 
.. i. • • •>. a« c «aa « fh* tf^aal. 

• .    COMTTIACT OH OftAlfT W MM    It BP ■»'»««•. awat 
• ka «wlKakla aa^kw at fka ■—1 «• •»•<■ aaa*» ■»•« fc 
• ka Wpl aa« •♦•na* 

a», a. a M raojacT wuwiwi   »-•• u» gigggg 
- .   •••« fc^f — laMWifKalia*. •»•►•• (■♦"!»«< ia! »« 
«af»»at»Tl ••■>>«. •»•laa« aaafta*«   laaft mm*m. atr. 

«a  omoiNAmtr'^ awoeT mwiRinat   t«a« ika affi- 
i ia! Wgl aaa*a* fct •kick Ika ftaiawil »ill ka ««aMif ia4 
••4 xMafallaa kv ffca a*«iaalM« artivti«.    Tk»« •■alin aNi%i 

ka a«a%«a la ika-  ifpmt. 

*ft OTl»a »»J^MTT Ml-Unr»«! K »ka ia»a*l Ma fcaa* 
m*%t0m4 aa* atfcat fapan ••••>••« fnfftrf ki iKr •«■^••«•f 
a» ft« ifta yiaurt •!•■ aatat fhia MkHftaaf «1^ 

ia AVAM Aiai.tTT i.MiTATina acrricM  fc>»Mgly 
• «•■«« ..« faaika« 4>*%««ata>>«ai of «ka lafMM. afftat Ikaa Ikaaa 

Mcanlt cla«»<ft< alta«. «•■•■ Iaaiaal «i.•»-••«. 

ill    "^MlKiaa »nwafaaa nat abfaM    , .». af MM» 
«■»■W ftaai 00C" 

ID    -fata«»» MM——a —< aiata*i—It— al ifc»« 
H»IH »•» 00C •• «ai aafkanaaa" 

I J)    "U a Oaiaikaww agaariaa M« •■*••.» rapia» af 
••>.« ra^aM 4a«. il« If.» DOT.   Olfca* «aaftfiarf OtX 
••••• •kail «»caaal tlaaaak 

14)    "V   a awlMa»» «gaai ia» »^t akiawi ca»ia« al fftia 
'»ail 4i»». <i, Ira« DTK.   Oikaf ^aatitfai aaata 
>hall »»aai»l Ik 

I*) "All 4iaf»aama af iki* rafuw« la raMtvllaa  Qkal- 
'•••4 DOC waata Mall mai w ikruvgk 

If ika lar*« ka« kaaa fra«ka4 | Ika Ofkca af TMUMC al 
*^..i. •. Dara»i*a«i of r<Miina. la* aala la iha pwhl.. •~l> 
tm» Ifcta Im' mtt aa«M Ika put», if k*awk 

It   MmrLKHaMTAaV MOm    U*a tm aMiiiaaaf aiHaaa- 

11 »OaCMtlfR. «11 IT AKT ArrVltV tmm ika «aw af 
Iha 4«»aM —alal paa,a<l aftli a a« taka««la«« ^laaallkt T«.- 
tmt far) ika tawax k ««4 i»»i4«»«»kl.   I«, laaa ■4aii«. 

11    AmTWACT    f »•• • aa akaiiaci c" •••• a knaf aa4 ••■ laal 
*mmmmn af ika 4a>aaaai Hkiwaliaa af Ika fapatt. aaa« Ikaaalt 
•• »a* alaa appaa* alaaakaia m a» kaa* af Ika larftwral m 
r—i    If aa4i)ia«al a^ata •• •»«aiiaa. a «aaiMMMliaa akaai «hall 
ka alii 

h •• kt^il« 4v*)rakla ikai Ika akalra-1 af rlaa*<fi«4 «apaf«« 
ka a*rlaa«ifia4    f» ► pa«a«tapft af iha  ....... ahall »94 »ilk 
aa laStraila« af MM aMlila«> «a«ant« 11«.. ■!,. •.,  « af Ihr w 

" '*• t—*f»r»   «a^vaaaMaa •• f rtl  fli  rCl   -•••'> 

TW«a ia «a haiialiaa | a »a la«Mh • » Iha akalfac •    M  « 
la4 laaalk •« !• — IM !•• JJ% m- m* 

14    aKT anaM    *•» ■a»4a ai* mkairall« »aaraalal laix 
af »k"W ph*aaaa Ikal • ha»» laft#a a iff» aa4 mm ka a«a4 aa 
■■•4a« lalfia« fa* • .•.».«, iha itpml     k- ■  ■■■4» • .   ■ br 
..i»   •. ■ aa AMI a» ..■••.•■ > la««ifMaiia« ■« .»,....(     |#pan 
fiat«, ««rh a« na^fial «^al 4r*^M>ali<ai   Iia4a «aata. •   '••«-i 
***)*• ' < "4» aa«.    fK^fmf»»,,   l», a«Ma   a«, »» WHtk •• »»» 
• •»4« ha« «III kr Mla«»4 k» aa HHfccaliar. af «r kMral r«a 
•• ••    TW a««^aa«i «■    « traft«   mla«   aa4 «»lahi« ■* oyamaal 
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